Selection and Use of One Health Tools

Mapping of tools by broad categories of intended purpose and preferable timeline of their usage in relation to one another (preferred timeline order from top to bottom).

**Assessment / Monitoring**
- SPAR: Every year
- JEE: ~ 5 years
- PVS: ~ 5-10 years

**Prioritization / Planning**
- STAR: ~ 2-3 years
- IHR / PVS NBW: ~ 5 years
- NAPHS Workshop: Strategic: ~ 5 years Operational: 1-2 years
- OHZDP: ~ 5 years
- OH JPA: ~ 5-10 years
- TZG: ~ 5-10 years

**Tools available**
- MCM OT
- SIS OT
- JRA OT
- REPREP

**Tools under development**
- IMPACT
- WFD OT
- M&E OT
- CIR OT
- RCCE OT

**Key outputs in the different stages**

**ASSESSMENT / MONITORING STAGE**
Preferable Starting Tools
- Key outputs:
  - Country capacity scores of technical competencies of MOH and Animal Health generated
  - Level of collaboration between HH and AH assessed
  - Country risk profiles using STAR generated
  - Current strengths and gaps identified
  - Key priority recommended actions generated

**PRIORITIZATION / PLANNING STAGE**
Tools in this box can be used without JEE / SPAR / PVS
- Key outputs:
  - Roadmap for NAPHS developed
  - OH roadmap developed
  - List of priority zoonotic diseases generated
  - Strengthening of zoonotic diseases prevention and control programs facilitated

**Abbreviations**
- JEE: Joint External Evaluation
- SPAR: State Parties Annual Reporting
- PVS: WOAH Performance of Veterinary Services
- STAR: Strategic Toolkit for Assessing Risks
- NBW: National Bridging Workshop
- NAPHS: National Action Plan for Health Security
- OHZDP: One Health Zoonotic Diseases Prioritization
- OH JPA: One Health Joint Plan of Action
- TZG: Tripartite Zoonoses Guide
- MCM OT: Multisectoral Coordination Mechanisms Operational Tool
- SIS OT: Surveillance and Information Sharing Operational Tool
- JRA OT: Joint Risk Assessment Operational Tool
- REPREP: Response Preparedness Workshop
- RCCE OT: Risk Reduction-Risk Communication-Community Engagement Operational Tool
- WFD OT: Workforce Development Operational Tool
- M&E OT: Monitoring and Evaluation Operational Tool
- CIR OT: Coordinated Investigation and Response Operational Tool

**Keys**
- Arrows = indicate time sequence for using tools
- Yes = Conduct the tool first before those below it (arrows pointing to tools)
- Yes/No = Preferred to conduct/completed before tools below it but not a pre-requisite/mandatory.